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OUR
OBJECTIVES

remove the
barriers
At Phoenix Cyber Academy (PCA), a non-profit educational institution, we

know there are disadvantaged and low-income members of our

community seeking meaningful employment as a cyber security

practitioner. There are also professionals such as teachers and law

enforcement officers looking to make a career change.  And, of course,

there are our former service members transitioning into the private

workforce. Unfortunately, for those who have a desire to enter the exciting

and lucrative field of cyber security, traditional paths are often expensive

and time consuming.

Industry reports tell us there are more than 3.5 million unfilled

cybersecurity jobs globally, up from one million positions in 2014. With

starting annual salaries in excess of $40,000, this clearly indicates a

massive opportunity for motivated individuals seeking to transform their

lives.

Our primary objective is to remove the time and cost barriers starting with

a rapid (4-week) Foundations training program resulting in basic cyber

security knowledge and skills. 

Students who successfully complete the Foundation program are invited

to participate in the 12-week Apprenticeship program, designed to add a

cyber security specialization and transition the student to employment.



The Foundations program combines industry-accepted certified cyber

security, project management, communications, resume writing, and

interviewing courses into a one month, full-time (Monday - Friday, 8:30

a.m. - 5:00 p.m.) program to ready graduates for immediate entry in the

cyber security career field just in case they don't continue to the advanced

Apprenticeship program.

When a university degree can take years to complete and traditional

training companies charge $7,000 for a single week of certification

training, the massive shortage of candidates becomes very

understandable. For some, these typical paths are not realistic or enticing.

Our own poll recently revealed that if all things about a candidate are

equal (i.e. motivated person, great personality, no experience) more than 6

out of 10 employers would hire a candidate that had foundational

certifications over a recent university graduate.  Of course, we always

encourage students to pursue a traditional education, however, the

findings are encouraging and motivating.



access to meet and interview our students;

access to student performance reports; and

access to our proprietary student cyber security careers-to-personality

report.

One of our objectives is to build partnerships with employers whereby

they provide us with visibility into their hiring needs for cyber security

positions, including entry-level roles and those for experienced

professionals making a career transition,

In exchange, PCA provides partner employers:

Working collaboratively with employers, we build a pathway for students

to quickly transition from student to employee.

build a
pathway
Employers are the lifeblood of our

program; without opportunities for

our graduates we cease to exist.

give forward & back
As a non-profit, we continually seek funding to help accomplish our

mission.  We encourage individuals and institutions to support our

students by donating funding to our scholarship funds, however,

other ways to give include:

Fiat and digital currency
Government grants
Collateral assets (for resale only)

Legacies
Program naming memorials
Volunteer instructor & speakers



There are no pre-requisites to enter the PCA program.  That said, we

do want our students to be successful. And, considering the

diversity of student backgrounds we need students to enter the live

program with a common baseline of knowledge about basic

information technology concepts.

All students are required to complete pre-work reading and quizzes.  

Students complete the pre-work using the MyPCA learning

platform.

pre-work

pecb iso 27032

main concepts and requirements of a cyber security program,

including stakeholders in cyberspace, attack mechanisms, and

information sharing and coordination. 

The course is followed by a certification exam leading to the PECB

Certified ISO/IEC 27032 Foundation credential, which demonstrates

student knowledge of the fundamental concepts, principles, and

techniques of cyber security.

FOUNDATIONS
PROGRAM

DETAILS

The rise of cyberspace during the digital

revolution consequentially gave birth to cyber

threats and cybersecurity. The ISO/IEC 27032

Foundation training course introduces the



detect hacking attacks and properly extract evidences to report the

crime and conduct audits to prevent future attacks. Individuals who

learn the principles of digital forensics can become invaluable

members of incident handling and incident response teams.

a lawful and legitimate manner. This

credential certifies individuals at an entry

level of network security discipline of

ethical hacking from a vendor-neutral

perspective.

ec-council certified
ethical hacking

associate

ec-council
cyber forensics
associate
The Cyber Forensics Associate (C|FA) certification

demonstrates an individual’s knowledge on how to

The Ethical Hacking Associate (E|HA) certification demonstrates an

individual’s knowledge in information security and network security,

including the tools and methodologies of a malicious hacker, but in



During this training course, students learn about

the different modules of ISMS, including ISMS

policy, procedures, performance measurements,

management commitment, internal audit,

management review and continual improvement.

pecb iso 27001

pmi project
management
ready
The PMI Project Management Ready™ certification introduces and

familiarizes students with the concepts and field of project

management, and the tools to apply this knowledge to a career in

cyber security and hit the ground at an employer ready to be a

productive member of a project team.

ISO/IEC 27001 Foundation training teaches students the basic

elements to implement and manage an Information Security

Management System as specified in ISO/IEC 27001.



In today’s workplace, soft skills such as communication skills are

pivotal for success. With communication skills consistently being

one of the top skills employers are looking for, developing these

skills can give candidates a big edge on the competition.

The skills and expertise gained during our program are only as

strong as a graduate’s ability to sell them. To secure a job that

appeals to graduates, they also need to know how to present

themselves as an attractive potential employee.

Our career development course helps graduates highlight their

skills and stand out in the crowd through application materials,

networking opportunities, and interviews. 

By the end of the course, students are equipped to make a lasting

impression on hiring managers and others throughout their job

search.

communications skills for
business

resume writing &
interviewing



APPRENTICESHIP
PROGRAM
DETAILS

apprenticeship phase 1: initial
Students selected for an apprenticeship will be assigned a PCA Mentor

who will work with the employer's point of contact to coordinate the

student's on-boarding at the employer's offices.

During the initial 6-week apprentice period the student will be exposed to

different cyber security functions and roles within the employer's

information security group.



specialization training

The student will be assigned basic cyber security tasks designed to help

the student better understand and experience work as a cyber security

professional.

During this initial period students are expected to perform in a

professional manner and accept the direction provided by the employer

and PCA Mentor.

PCA Mentors collaborate with the student and employer to assess student

performance and help with determining the best path for the next phase

of the apprenticeship, specialization training.

Because we are attempting to fill open cyber security job positions, the

apprenticeship employer's needs will greatly influence the particular

specialization path, although student desires will also be considered.

If a student rejects the recommended specialization training PCA Mentors

will work with other employer partners to determine if there is an

opportunity to transition to a different employer for the second half of the

apprenticeship program. If this is not successful, the student may decline

the specialization training and exit the program.

EC-Council Certified Ethical Hacker

EC-Council Certified Network Defender

EC-Council Computer Hacking Forensic Investigator

EC-Council Certified Incident Handler

CompTIA Security+

Customer or Market-Driven Specialization

Selected students will be approved to attend one of the following

specialization training programs.  The duration of each class varies from 3-

5 days.

Students must meet performance expectations to continue in the

program.



apprenticeship phase 2:
transitional

Students that successfully complete the specialization training will either

return to the same employer from their initial apprenticeship or transition

to a new employer.

During this 5-week phase the student will perform work that is directly

aligned to the specialized certification training.

employment transition

Transition to full-time employment with apprenticeship sponsor;

Transition to contingent staffing role with different employer partner;

or

Transition to open market to self-identify employment.

This path is for students who were not offered employment by an

apprenticeship employer or contingent staffing partner.

At the end of apprenticeship phase 2, students will either:



think it through
Prospective Students
Do you see yourself helping fight cyber attackers? Does the idea of

learning about cyber security excite you? Do you just need a chance

to change your life? 

At PCA we are seeking motivated learners that can match our

passion for teaching. We are 100% invested in your success so email

us if you have any questions.

When you're ready, simply begin the admissions application process

outline in this guide.

We look forward to helping you achieve success in work and life.

contact us

NEXT
STEPS

Phoenix Cyber Academy

245 W. 2nd Street, Suite 027

Mesa, AZ 85201

Info@PhoenixCyber.Academy

(888) PHX-CYBR

Prospective Partners
We are thrilled you're interested in helping.  Please use our online

contact form to begin the conversation.



my notes


